The Daily winning number displayed online must be an exact match to the winning
number appearing on the back cover of the winner's SaveOn® book from the current
month.
Here's your chance to win $5,000. Simply check to see if the daily winning number matches the number
on the back of the SaveOn® book mailed to your home. If it does, you've just won!
To claim your prize, click on the words "Click here to claim your prize" located below the day’s winning
numbers and fill out the form within 24 hours so we can verify if you're the $5,000 daily winner! Once
we verify your number, you will be contacted by a SaveOn® representative with information on how to
claim your prize.
SaveOn® cannot retrieve daily numbers that have posted prior to the current date. The winning number
changes daily to give all consumers an equal chance to win.
Your current SaveOn® magazine is good until you receive the next SaveOn® magazine in the mail, so it's
important to hang on to your current issue.
The daily winning number displayed online must be an exact match to the winning number appearing on
the back cover of the winner's SaveOn® magazine from the current month. Winning number is subject
to verification by SaveOn® representatives. Damage to the book cover that impedes clear verification of
the winning number or evidence of alteration of any kind may disqualify the winner. Prize must be
claimed by winner in person at the local SaveOn® office within 7 days of the online posting of the
SaveOn® daily winning number. Winner must be 18 years of age or older and must be a resident of
Michigan, Illinois or Minnesota. Winner must furnish his/her valid social security number to SaveOn® to
claim prize. Taxes or other expenses related to the prize are the sole responsibility of the winner.
Consolation prizes are not awarded for winning numbers that are not an exact match. Employees of
SaveOn® and its subsidiaries, and their family members are not eligible to win prize. Void where
prohibited.

